Abstract. Laryngeal muscles in mammals are involved in highly specialized functions such as control of air passage, sphincter for airway protection and phonation. In this study, we aimed to assess whether such specialized functions are accompanied by specific distributions of fibre types. To this end, we studied the expression of the isoforms of the heavy subunit of myosin, myosin heavy chain (MyHC), which are considered the molecular markers of fibre types. The pattern of MyHC isoform expression was determined in 5 intrinsic laryngeal muscles: tensors as thyroarytenoid (TA), vocal (Vo), cricothyroid (CT), adductors as transverse arytenoid or interarytenoid (IA), and abductors as posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA), and 2 extrinsic muscles such as thyropharingeal (TPh) and cricopharingeal (CrPh). Muscles were sampled in 14 patients (11 males and 3 females, age 55-75 years) subjected to laryngectomy. MyHC isoforms were separated by SDS-PAGE and quantified by computer assisted densitometry. The comparison between the proportions of MyHC isoforms showed that: i) the three isoforms expressed in trunk and limb muscles (I, IIA and IIX) were present in all muscles examined, ii) the fast or type II MyHC isoforms were predominant in all muscles, representing 60-70% of the total, with no significant differences with respect to muscle types, iii) an additional isoform (indicated as MyHC L) was present in the muscles of the majority of the subjects and was more abundant in Vo and IA. MyHC L was, however, not found in any muscle of the three female patients and was never found in TA and TPh, iv) a great inter-individual variability in MyHC distribution was present in all muscles.

Introduction

Mammalian skeletal muscles are able to respond to very different functional demands as prolonged contractile activity without fatigue to keep posture or fast and powerful contractions required, for example, for jumping or finely tuned contractions essential for speech or eye movements. Heterogeneity of muscle fibre composition represents a fundamental mechanism allowing muscles to fulfil all different functional tasks (1). Muscle fibre contractile properties are mainly determined by myosin isoform composition, kinetics of calcium release and uptake and metabolic ATP generation (1,2). If compared to other mammals, the heterogeneity of human muscle fibres is limited, as type IIB and type IIM fibres are lacking and only three types, I slow, IIA and IIX fast, are present. Nevertheless, all functional requests are sufficiently covered also because the diversity among fibre types, as for example between slow and fast IIX, is greater than in other mammalian species (1).

The most accepted classification of muscle fibre types, I slow, IIA and IIX fast, is based on their myosin isoform content, which represents a major determinant of the functional heterogeneity (3). Actually, myosin is the most abundant contractile protein in muscles and myosin isoforms determine ATPase activity, maximum shortening velocity and peak power output. Myosin isoforms are thus considered the best marker for functional characterization of muscle fibres. Myosin molecule is composed of six subunits: two myosin heavy chains or MyHC and four myosin light chains or MyLC. ATPase activity and motor functions are localized in the MyHC subunits (3).

In slow fibres (type I), the MyHC I isoform is expressed and shows low enzymatic ATPase activity and generates low peak power. Generally, slow fibres have high mitochondrial content and rich blood supply, enabling them to generate ATP with aerobic oxidative metabolism. The aerobic oxidative metabolism and low ATP consumption make slow fibres fatigue resistant. Fast fibres in mammals are classified...
according to myosin content as type IIA, IIX and IIB, each expressing the corresponding MyHC isoforms. Fast fibres show high ATP consumption rate and are appropriate for short burst of high speed and power, as they lack endurance.

Mammalian muscles, however, show a repertoire of nine distinct MyHC isoforms characterized at protein and mRNA level (Table I). Thus, in addition to MyHC I-slow, MyHC IIA, MyHC IIX, MyHC IIB isoforms which are normally present in adult skeletal muscles, there are MHC emb and MHC neo, predominant in developing skeletal muscles, and three MyHC isoforms with restricted tissue distribution: MyHC α in masticatory muscles, MyHC eo in extracircular muscles, and MyHC m in masticatory muscles of carnivores. Importantly, MyHC α and MyHC I-slow (also indicated as β cardiac) are major cardiac isoforms expressed in atrial and ventricular myocardium. Although most muscle fibres express only one MyHC isoform, hybrid fibres containing at the same time different MyHC isoforms are also frequent and may in some functional conditions or in some muscles represent the rule rather than the exception (4,5). Different MyHCs are normally co-expressed in development, during transformation induced by electrical stimulation, and during changes in hormonal state and physical training. This observation strongly supports the idea that muscle fibre populations form a dynamic and heterogeneous system specialized to respond to different molecular and functional requests. Since isoform diversity is linked to functional diversity, the continuum of molecular phenotypes should give rise to a continuum of functional properties (3).

In those anatomical districts where muscles are not responsible for bone movements as in limbs or in chest, but control the form and the movement of organs, MyHC isoform expression can acquire very peculiar features. Eye extrinsic muscles, tongue and pharynx muscles, laryngeal intrinsic muscles, pelvic floor muscles are examples of such ‘specialized’ striated muscles. Their specific function might require particular and fine tuned contractions which can be generated by a unique pattern of muscle fibres and myosin isoforms. In this study, we focussed on human intrinsic and extrinsic laryngeal muscles to assess which myosin isoforms are present and how their expression fits to the unique functions of the laryngeal muscles.

Depending on their functions, human intrinsic laryngeal muscles are classified in adductors which close the glottis and include transverse arytenoid or interarytenoid (IA), and cricoarytenoid lateralis (LCA), abductors which open the glottis and include posterior cricoarytenoid (PCA), and tensors such as thyroarytenoid (TA) and cricothyroid (CT). The vocal muscle (Vo) is a medial component of the TA and is generally considered as an tensor muscle. Semon’s law states that the abductors were subject to less voluntary control than the adductors, and therefore had less resistance to disease (6). Abductor and adductor muscles are involved in phonation, airway protection and respiration and controversial views about their myosin isoform expression are reported in the literature (for a comprehensive review see ref. 7). The present study, based on large collection of intra-operative samples (laryngeal muscles from 14 subjects, 11 males and 3 females) provides a complete description of the myosin isoform expression.

### Table I. MyHC (myosin heavy chain) isoforms and their expression pattern.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Isoforms</th>
<th>MyHC Isoforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MyHC I/β</td>
<td>Slow skeletal muscle fibres, heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC α</td>
<td>Masticatory and extraocular muscles, heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC IIA</td>
<td>Fast skeletal muscle fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC IIB</td>
<td>Fast skeletal muscle fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC IIX</td>
<td>Fast skeletal muscle fibres</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC emb</td>
<td>Immature skeletal muscles, extraocular muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC neo</td>
<td>Immature skeletal muscles, extraocular muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC eo</td>
<td>Extraocular muscles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MyHC m</td>
<td>Masticatory muscles (carnivores)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Materials and methods

**Sampling of human laryngeal muscles.** Laryngeal muscle samples were collected from 14 patients (11 males and 3 females, age 55-75 years) who underwent laryngectomy for neoplastic pathology. Care was taken that samples were free from neoplastic invasion. Patients were asked to give informed consent for the use of the sampled tissues for diagnostic and scientific purposes. Five intrinsic laryngeal muscles, TA, Vo, CT, IA, and PCA, and two extrinsic pharyngoo-laryngeal muscles, thyropharyngeal (TPh) and cricopharyngeal (CrPh), were sampled and immediately frozen in liquid nitrogen.

**Gel electrophoresis.** Muscle samples were solubilized at 90°C for 5 min in Laemmli buffer solution (Tris 62.5 mM, pH 6.8, glycerol 10%, SDS 2%, β-mercaptoethanol 5%, bromophenol blue 0.01% with E-64 0.1% and leupeptin 0.1% [Sigma, St. Louis, MO, USA] as antiproteolytic factors). Myosin isoform expression was characterized by separating the MyHC isoforms with the following protocol. Samples were run on 8% polyacrylamide resolving gels (8% polyacrylamide 50:1, 30% glycerol, 0.4% SDS, 0.2 M Tris, and 0.1 M glycine) and 4% stacking gels (4% polyacrylamide 50:1, 30% glycero, 70 mM Tris (pH 6.7), 4 mM EDTA and 0.4% SDS) after denaturation in SDS and heat with a procedure derived from Talmadge and Roy (8). Slabs 18 cm wide, 16 cm high and 1 mm thick were used. Electrophoresis was carried out at 4°C for 43 h, at 100 V for the first 3 h and at constant 230 V for the remaining time. Gels were stained with Coomassie Blue (Bio-Rad) or silver stained and 4 bands were separated in the 200 kDa region (Fig. 1). MyHC isoforms were identified based on migration rate as MyHC type I, I, IIA and IIX.

For purposes of quantifying myosin isoform distribution, densitometric analyses of silver-stained bands were performed on at least two independent electrophoretic runs of each biopsy sample fragment. The mean value was used as an individual measurement. Gels were digitized with an EPSON 1650 scanner at a resolution of 1200 dpi. Each band was
characterized by a value of Brightness-Area Product (BAP) using a constant threshold after black/white inversion using Adobe Photoshop Software. In each gel, the BAP values for the bands identified as myosin heavy chain (MyHC) were summed and the BAP value for each isoform was expressed as a percent of the total. The reproducibility of the procedure was confirmed by calculating isoform ratios of selected samples from gels loaded with different amounts of sample.

Statistical analysis. Data were expressed as means and standard errors. Statistical significance of the differences between means was assessed by ANOVA followed by Student-Newman-Keuls test. A probability of <5% was considered significant (p<0.05). Statistical analysis was performed using the software Prism-Graphpad.

Results

All samples of laryngeal muscles were analyzed by SDS-PAGE to separate the different MyHC isoforms and quantify their expression. In the 200 kDa region of the gels where MyHC isoforms migrate, a fourth band migrating between MyHC IIA and MyHC I was detected in many samples, in addition to the three major bands, corresponding to MyHC I, MyHC IIX and MyHC IIX respectively from the fastest migrating to the slowest. This fourth MyHC isoform is here referred as MyHC L (Fig. 1), as done in other studies including our own report (4), and shows a migration rate slightly faster than MyHC IIA. In some samples the fourth band was split in two minor bands (see Fig. 1, last lane on the right). MyHC L band is split in two thin distinct bands.

Figure 1. Example of separation of MyHC isoforms with SDS-PAGE in laryngeal muscles. A specific band migrating between MyHC1 and MyHC IIA and indicated as MyHC L is visible together with the three typical bands of adult human skeletal muscles (MyHC I, MyHC IIA and MyHC IIX). In some lanes (see for example the last lane on the right) MyHC L band is split in two thin distinct bands.

Figure 2. Distribution of MyHC isoforms in seven different laryngeal muscles. Results of electrophoretic separation and densitometric quantification in 14 patients are shown as means and standard errors. PCA, posterior cricoarytenoid; TA, thyroarytenoid; Vo, vocal muscle; IA, interarytenoid; CT, cricothyroid; TPh, thyropharyngeal; CrPh, cricopharyngeus.

Figure 3. Distribution of MyHC isoforms in seven different laryngeal muscles. A, Average distributions in 11 male patients. B, Average distributions in 3 female patients. C, Distribution of MyHC isoforms in CT of 8 male patients. In A and B means and standard errors are shown. PCA, posterior cricoarytenoid; TA, thyroarytenoid; Vo, vocal muscle; IA, interarytenoid; CT, cricothyroid; TPh, thyropharyngeal; CrPh, cricopharyngeus.
of myosin isoforms in the seven muscles examined: PCA, IA, TA, Vo, CT, CrPh, TPh. As can be seen, fast isoforms are predominant in all muscles, representing together (IIA+IIX and L) ~60% of the total. No significant differences are present between the proportions of slow MyHC among the seven muscles. Both MyHC IIA and MyHC IIX are expressed in all muscles, and MyHC IIA is more abundant than MyHC IIX. The specific isoform MyHC L is present in all muscles with minor amounts (the average proportion is ≤10%) except TA and TPh, although it is substantial in the medial part of the TA which has been considered separately and indicated as Vo.

It is important to stress that a high variability is present among the patients considered in this study. Fig. 3A and B show the average values calculated separately for the 7 muscles in the male patients (n=11) and in the female patients (n=3). As can be seen, in the female larynx, MyHC IIX is not present in TA, TPh and CrPh and MyHC L is not expressed in any of the samples examined. Actually, the variability is great also among male patients. An example is given in Fig. 3C where the results of the densitometric analysis of the samples of CT from 8 distinct male patients are shown. MyHC IIX is lacking in 4 patients and MyHC L in 5 patients, whereas the proportion of slow o type I MyHC varies from 25 to 50%.

Discussion

Craniofacial muscles are specialized to respond to special functions as ocular movement, mastication, deglutition and phonation. Such functional demands are diverse and complex and require either expression of the usual skeletal muscle MyHC isoforms (I, IIA, IIX) in particular proportions or the expression of specific MyHC isoforms normally not present in adult limb muscles. Laryngeal muscles, in particular, have three main functional tasks, as they control air passage to the lungs, they act as sphincteric device for airway protection and play an essential role in phonation. Fast closure of the glottis is needed to avoid entry of food into trachea, while fast opening is important for sneezing and coughing. Slow variations of glottis opening occur synchronously with respiration and vocal adduction and tension is required for phonation.

The results obtained in the present study show that in all laryngeal muscles sampled, fast myosin isoforms, and thus fast fibres, are more abundant than slow myosin, in an approximate ratio 2:1. No significant differences were found between tensor (TA, Vo, CT), adductor (IA), and abductor (PCA) muscles. Such result is at variance with that reported in some previous studies (9-11). The discrepancy can be explained taking into account the great variability in fibre types and myosin isoforms among subjects (Fig. 3). Results obtained in a small number of subjects might be misleading and, in our study, 14 patients were examined whereas only 4-5 patients were considered in other studies. For example, with reference to Fig. 3C, opposite conclusions could be obtained from patients 8, 13, 16 where MyHC I is 25-30% and from patients 18, 20 where MyHC I is 50%. There are, however, other possible explanations: i) the variability inside each muscle, carefully described for the vocalis of the dog by Berggrin et al. (12), which might lead to different conclusions depending on the site of sampling, and ii) the possible consequences of the pathological conditions which might have caused a partial loss of muscle functions in the patients, all affected by laryngeal neoplasm. It is worth, however, to recall that both adductor and abductor muscles are asked to generate fast and slow movements as mentioned above, depending on the functional needs.

Evidence in favour of the expression of specific MyHC isoforms has been given in several studies. In rat laryngeal muscles a specific MyHC isoform (MyHC IIL) has been described by DelGaudio et al (13) and recent studies confirmed the presence of a super-fast Myosin isoform (14,15). Also in rabbit additional MyHC isoform has been identified in intrinsic laryngeal muscles, migrating as fast MyHC-E0 isoform detected in extraocular muscles (16). In laryngeal muscles of the dog a fourth MyHC isoform has been described and identified with MyHC IIB (12,17,18). The results on the presence of a fourth MyHC isoform in human laryngeal muscles are controversial, as it has been observed in some studies (15,19,20) and not in other (11,21,22). The electrophoretic analysis reported in the present report definitively confirms the expression of an additional myosin isoform (MyHC L) even in adult or elderly subjects and not only in infants as previously reported (20). Furthermore, our data show a remarkable variability in the expression of MyHC L which was not found in two of the seven muscles considered and was lacking in all samples collected from the female patients. Such great variability can well explain why the additional MyHC isoform has not been detected in some of the previously published studies.

While the present results strongly support the frequent expression of MyHC L, they do not provide any clue to its identification. The determination of maximum shortening velocity of hybrid fibres expressing MyHC L with MyHC IIA yielded rather low values, definitely below those obtained with pure IIA fibres (19). On this ground a possible identification with slow tonic MyHC has been forwarded by Hoh (7), but recent work has clearly demonstrated that such an isoform is not expressed in human laryngeal muscles (23). The observation of a very high shortening velocity reported in laryngeal fibres by Scioite et al (24) suggests that MyHC L might correspond to a very fast isoform such as MyHC eo or MyHC IIB. However, a very recent study on myosin expression at messenger level has demonstrated that both MyHC eo and IIB are not expressed in human laryngeal muscles (21). Thus, the question remains open for future studies.

In conclusion, this study provides new data on the MyHC isoform distribution in human laryngeal muscles based on a number of subjects much larger than in any previous study. The data confirm the expression of the isoforms typical of limb and trunk muscles (I, IIA, IIX) in a proportion sufficient to give a fast character to laryngeal muscles, smooth the difference in MyHC isoform proportions reported in some previous studies and demonstrate the frequent presence of a fourth MyHC isoform (MyHC L).
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